Answers

WE WISH YOU A MERRY ETC. -- TRADITIONAL

DECK US ALL WITH BOSTON CHARLEY. WALLA WALLA WASH., AND KALAMAZOO! NORA'S FREEZIN' ON THE TROLLEY. SWALLER DOLLAR COLLAR FLOWER ALLEY- GA- ROO! -- CHURCHY LAFEMME (his variant)

THE HORSE WAS LEAN AND LANK. MISFORTUNE SEEMED HIS LOT. HE GOT INTO A DRIFTED BANK AND WE, WE GOT UPSOT. -- JINGLE BELLS

WE ALL WANT A FIGGY PUDDING, SO BRING SOME OUT HERE. -- CAROL SINGER

WITHOUT STRUCTURE, A WAFFLE IS A PANCAKE. -- UNCLE CHARLEY

IT'S ALL A LOT OF SILLY NONSENSE!